
Ensure Safety in Your Building 

 

Resilient cities and resilient buildings are emerging concepts and lots of technologies are being 

developed to make these concepts a reality.  Resilient design is the process of designing 

buildings, landscapes and entire communities to mitigate the impact of extreme weather and 

other external threats. 

One of the RIC research teams at University of Colombo has developed some technologies to 

help establish electrical safety in buildings. The earth impedance analyzer is one such 

invention. It is a portable device used to measure and analyses the impedance of the earth. 

Simply said, it is the ultimate solution for earth impedance analysis. Techno Solutions (Pvt) 

LTD has joined hands with the research team to be the commercial partner in the manufacturing 

and commercializing of the device. Both the research team and the commercial partner have 

agreed to the terms in the License Agreement (Exclusive License) prepared by UBL. The earth 

impedance analyzer is a non-IP device, but a national industrial design was filed for the product 

(Industrial design number: 13417). This will be the first to be manufactured in Sri Lanka. 

Target Customers for the device are Service Providers such as Electrical surveying companies, 

Telecommunication service providers (Dialog, Mobitel, Hutch, SLT etc.), Ceylon electricity 

board, Ceylon Petroleum Corporation, Water supply and drainage board and similar 

institutes/companies.  

Automated Lightning Warning System and Method with Load Isolation is another product 

developed by the research team. It is a complete system that protects households and office 

spaces from indirect hits during a thunderstorm activity hence protecting valuable equipment 

connected while being hassle-free to the users connected. The system can locate the distance 

to thunderstorm activities within a few tens of kilometers. The system can detect if the storm 

is approaching the system, and if so, it disconnects the load connected from the grid and 

connects it to a backup supply until the threat passes away. When the threat is disappeared, it 

automatically switches the load back to the grid supply. When used in households, offices and 

industries, this will literarily protect billions of rupees worth of equipment and an equivalent 

number of man-hours in repairs while ensuring safe, continuous and non-interrupted 

functionality to the equipment connected as the load. In mass use, these systems could be 

connected together to track the motion of thunderstorms, giving an additional advantage as a 

public thunderstorm warning system and research and analytical work. A Local Patent (Under 

NIPO, Application Number: 22160) and a PCT filing (Application Number: 

PCT/IB2022/051097) is ongoing for the product. In addition to that, a national patent 

(Application No: 21849) and an industrial design (Application No: 13442) was submitted for 

the electric field mill, which is a component of the system. Industrial design was submitted for 

the high voltage switchgear, which is the switching component of the system (Industrial design 

No: 13491). International copyright was obtained for the codes of radio interferometric 

technique, the main software part used in the system (Copyright Reg. No: TXu 2-269-932). 

Techno Solutions (Pvt) LTD will also be the commercial partner for this system. Potential 

customers for this product would be general households and any mass industries.  

 


